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Abstract: At the present time, as the  thermal-  and  hydro-gas-dynamical  processes  are  investigated,
numerical experiment plays an important role. In the sphere of air-conditioning practice, such software as
“ANSYS”, “Star-CD”, “Fluent” and some others, are successfully applied. Being as achievable as they are, the
numerical solutions and materials representation methods leave the data fidelity to be deficient. In order to
solve this task with fidelity, its formulation has to be correct and the numerical method applied has to be
constant and the results have to be convergent. It is well known that, in the basis of numerical modeling of
turbulent air flows in rooms with heat and mixture sources, there are the numerical solution of the basic
differential  equations  continuity  system, as well as the momentum conservation in the form devised by
Navier-Stokes and energy and admixtures evaluation. In order to assess the convergence of the numerical
method in the process of calculation, the air parameters are monitored in the typical locations. Besides, the
convergence process of average parameters and that in the exhaust openings was monitored. As the calculating
capabilities were somewhat limited, the calculation was considered complete as the behavior of the monitored
parameters became stable (or else, the value changed by no more than 2–3%, or stationary fluctuations took
pace).
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INTRODUCTION Large-size and hot sources in engine rooms of

Numerical modeling of heat-and-air processes in that produce essentially close-circled circular flows in the
rooms with heat sources and in similar facilities has been upper zone of those rooms and they create a certain type
investigated in a number or works, in  particular,  [1-5]. of thermal regime in such rooms. Positioning of the basic
The characteristics of circulation flows in  this  case heat sources (turbines and gas-pipelines) above the floor
define the positioning of high-power heat-producing level causes significant thermal stratification across the
technological equipment and engineering networks. Such height of those rooms. As the experimental results show
objects include engine rooms of compressor shops with [2], the temperature differential between the upper and the
gas-turbine installations (GTI), where heat sources are lower zones of the engine room are., approx., 70°C, with
positioned above the floor level on platforms where the the temperatures at some points in the lower zones being
floor  is a pavement from steel sections. That is, if the below zero during the cold season. In order to optimize
heat-emitting  equipment   is   comparable  in  size  with the heat exchange scheme in such rooms, several stages
the dimensions of the room. The layout plan and the of heat exchange numerical modeling have been
cross-section of the engine room are presented in Fig. 1. conducted,  so  as  to  compare the results  with those  of

compressor shops generate intensive convective flows
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Fig. 1: The layout plan of an engine room (a) and the cross-section A-A (b):
1 is the gas-turbine installation, 2 is the gas duct, 3 is the maintenance post; M1, M2 are convergence monitoring
points

the empirical experiment and  substantiate  the  proposed continuity differential equations system, the momentum
heat-saving solutions [2]. Lately, we can see that the offer conservation in the form by Navier-Stokes, as well as the
of the software to solve that problem is growing in the energy and admixtures [3-5, 7-8]:
market [6-8].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In order to investigate the parameters distribution for
the micro-climate, the software set “Fluent” was used;
humidity of the air was put in as the admixture [2].

Calculation of turbulent viscosity was carried out
with using the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model, with
high-Reynolds variation of that model utilized, i.e., the air
velocity near the  boundary  surfaces  were  estimated
with   the    help    of   mural   function    functions   [1]. where t is the time; [rho] is the density; – are the
The Spalart-Allmaras model, being one of the more components of the average velocity vector by coordinate
popular turbulence models, is usually more consistent axes; [nu] is the cinematic viscosity coefficient; (T–T ) is
with the experimental data. Effects of free convection the deviation of the actual temperature from the measured
taking place near hot surfaces are taken into consideration average value; [beta] = T  is the air thermal expansion
with the use of Boussinesq theory. coefficient;  is the average pressure, temperature

The computer models are testified, basically, by
comparing the calculated and the experimental results,
which was carried out by the authors  of  the  present
work in the article [2]. Such software sets as “ANSYS”,
“Star-CD”, “Fluent” and some others were used so as to
carry out the quantitative calculations of the fluid and gas
flows of random complexity in random geometrical areas.

The Main Part: Let us discuss in detail the convergence
of the numerical solution. The basis of the numerical
modeling of turbulent air flows in rooms with heat sources
and with admixtures is the numerical solution of the basic

j

0
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and admixture concentration;  [tau]  is theij

turbulent stress (Reynolds’ additional stress);
 is the additional heat flow and mass flow;

 are the local fluctuations of velocity,

temperature and admixture flow; J  is the admixture sourcec

intensity.
In order to solve the above-presented equation

system, we can use: direct numerical modeling (DNS),
solving of averaged (acc. to Reynolds) equations by
Navier-Stokes  (RANS),  the method of large eddies (LES)
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and the combined method (DES). As noted above, the As the initial condition, the zero field of air flow
more accurate DNS method requires good calculation velocities was set, with the calculated  temperatures of
resources. LES and DES methods are used when solving the outdoor  air  during  the  cold  and  warm  seasons.
some particular tasks. Therefore, the most appropriate The final result was the result of a non-stationary process.
method  for  solving  such  engineering  tasks is the The initial step in time was assumed as 0.5 s and then
RANS method implemented in the abovementioned increased to 2 s.
hydro-dynamic patterns. The  empirical   experiment  yielded  the  results

In the present investigation, the parameters during  the  first  stage  of the investigation, which
distribution of the micro-climate is calculated  with  the showed the worthiness of the numerical experiment
help  of  the  software set “Fluent”; the relative humidity conducted  with the help of the abovementioned notions
is  estimated  as  one  of  the basic parameters of the [2, 11, 12].
micro-climate; the air humidity is assumed as the In order to assess  the  convergence  of  the
admixture [2]. The hydro-dynamic software set “Fluent” numerical method in the process of calculations, the air
based on the reference volumes method is successfully parameters   were    monitored    at   the   typical  points
used for solving various engineering tasks, including (Fig. 1).  As  the  typical points, M1 (X = 13 m, Y = 7 m)
those related to thermal- and mass-transfer and and M2 (X = 13 m, Y = 12 m) are selected, which are in the
turbulence.  The  software  set  has  no  integral  module area of  the  main   convective   flow   over  the  turbine
for  compiling  calculation  grids;  however, it can use part  of  GTI. Besides, the convergence process of
non-structured grids taken from other grid generators. average  parameters was monitored and that in the

In order to change over from differential equations to exhaust openings. As is known, the convergence means
discreet ones, we used the terminal volumes method, the numerical solution’s error drops to zero as the size of
which provides more accurate  results,  as  compared to the reference volumes of the calculation area reach to
the  terminal differences method when identical zero.
calculation grids are used. In this case, the structured As many authors have noted, e.g. [1, 3-6], the
non-orthogonal undisplaced grid. This means that every numerical experiment  is  a  lengthy  process,  even if
variable is estimated in centers of grid cells. The grid gets high-capacity computers are available. On the one side,
tighter in the vicinity of solid boundaries so as to improve fidelity of the numerical solution has to be ensured; on
the accuracy of calculations in those areas, where the the other side - the time spent should be worth the results
parameters change the most. The total number of cells for accuracy.
the calculation module along the axes X, Y, Z is equal to In this  case,  as  the  computer  capacity  is limited,
72, 81, 96, respectively. The maximum size of mural cells is the  calculation  is considered complete when the
10 mm. Using a non-structured grid is more appropriate, behavior of the monitored parameters became stationary
due to the complex configuration of the objects in (or the values changed within 2-3%, or the stationary
question [9-10]. oscillation regime was observed). Some results of

Approximation of the equation members that describe temperature and air velocity monitoring are presented in
the convective diffusion of the momentum is executed Fig. 2-4.
according to the counter-flow scheme of the first accuracy As the monitoring results show, the process of
order. The pressure correction is executed according to achieving the  desired  convergence  is  quite  lengthy.
the “SIMPLEC” algorithm. For the results presented in Fig. 2-4, this period was 20

As the boundary conditions for  air  flow  velocity, minutes. The reasons for such process are both the
the “adhesion” conditions are set, as usual. For the inevitable errors of numerical methods and calculations
surfaces, through which a heat flow goes (the surfaces of and the necessity of using the non-orthogonal grid. It can
gas-turbine installation, the gas-duct and the outdoor be noted that convergence was best achieved by
structures), the densities of the heat flow   are   assumed. calculating the temperature at the point M1 and the
In the influx openings, the velocity, temperature and relative concentration of the admixture. The air velocity
humidity were assumed. convergence process was lengthier, which was due to the

Systems of linear algebraic equations obtained as a turbulent structure of ventilation flows in the room in
result of digitization of the initial system of differential question. Therefore, the optimal ratio between the
equations were solved by the method of conjugate assumed accuracy of the results and the time needed to
gradients. obtain them is achieved.
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Fig. 2: Convergence of air temperature at points M1 and M2 (a) and in exhaust openings (b)

Fig. 3: Convergence of the average air velocity in exhaust openings

Fig. 4: Convergence of air velocity and the relative concentration of admixtures at points M1 (a) and M2 (b)

CONCLUSIONS module for compiling calculation grids; however, it can

The  modern  level  of  computers  development generators. For the numerical experiment, the problem of
makes  it  possible  to  obtain  a  numerical  solution  of fidelity of the obtained data remains important. In order to
any practical task, including the task of modeling solve this task with fidelity, its formulation has to be
ventilation  processes  in  a  room  with  heat  sources. correct  and the  numerical  method  applied  has to be
The difficulty of mathematical modeling of the heat-air- constant and the  results  have  to  be  convergent.  The
exchange processes and dispersion of admixtures in results of micro-climate parameters monitoring show that
rooms is related to the turbulent structure of convective selection of the structured non-orthogonal undisplaced
and influx air streams, as well as with some particular grid with variable step makes it possible to obtain the
features of volume-planning solutions of the  object  and optimal ratio between the accuracy of the desired
heat sources. The hydro-dynamic software set “Fluent” numerical results and the time it takes to do the
based on the reference volumes method has no integral calculations.

use non-structured grids obtained from other grid
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